Saturn ion starter location

It seems I'm always fixing, building, or modifying something. I hope the information here will
save you some time, frustration, and maybe even a little money. I have a question. I had my
ignition switch replaced. Car worked fine for a year. Then my key broke in the ignition and I had
to use a spare. Car started giving me trouble again. It click click clicks. An hour later it starts or
sometimes 10 minutes or 30 minutes. Do you think the problem could be related? Thank you. It
doesn't sound related to the problem described above, however I may still be able to help you. I
have two ideas: In either case check the battery for corrosion and tight connections. Also check
the smaller red wire coming from the battery and it's in-line fuse for corrosion. If the click, click,
clicking is moderately loud it sounds like the car is going crazy continue here, otherwise skip to
point 2. The ION's need a good battery, a really good battery. Often all the dash lights flash as
well. It's kind of scary the first time around. Most cars will try to crank, or barely roll over, but
the ION's go nuts! Probably the easiest way to check this is to get a jump start, if it starts right
up it's your battery. If it's cold a marginal battery will be weak. The colder it is the worse it is. If
you have access to a multimeter you could monitor the battery voltage. But maybe you can find
out. Bottom line: replace the battery. If by click, click, click, you're referring to the action of
turning the key from run to start, but aren't getting loud noises, flashing dash lights, and
general weirdness it's probably your ignition switch. If it's cold usually this happens when it's
really cold warm the left side of the steering column with a blow dryer. Don't melt the plastic.
The ignition switch is in line with the key same angle on the other side of the steering column. It
usually doesn't take much heat to get it working again. Depending how the broken key was
removed it's possible the switch was damaged, although I would expect it to never start at all in
this case. I have a Saturn Ion and i am having trouble with it just recently when i turn it on it
wont the only way it turns on is by me turning the key completely and hold it for about 20
seconds and than it turns on. I just got done replacing the starter on my 05 Saturn. It crunk right
up fine,but once I drove it. I shut it off an now it want start. What could be the problem. Does it
crank? If it doesn't crank does the security light start flashing when you try to crank? If Yes, it's
probably your ignition switch. You'll need to replace it and do a relearn before it will crank takes
about 30 min. You can just do a relearn and it will start, but expect it to randomly strand you
while you do the relearn and get worse until you replace it. If it cranks, but won't start look for
blown fuses in the fuse box and there's one inline in the trunk near the battery that will cause
this. Failing all that start checking generic problems, does the fuel pump run? I have an 04 ion 5
speed. About a year ago the car was driven home and parked, it snowed overnight and the car
sat for 2 days. After the roads cleared the car would no longer start with a key but would have
complete power to everything. It would aslo roll start and start with a push button, i have
replaced the ignition switch, the key lock cylinder and the clutch pedal switch. It still will not
start with the key. Wow, That's a good one. I assume it doesn't crank with the key, but will bump
start or start if you jump the starter right? If it will start and run for more that seconds the
factory security system is working fine. Have you checked the starter relay, all the fuses, wiring
harnesses for obvious problems? I usually swap the starter relay for the horn relay if they are
the same. Also look for a aftermarket security system or remote start that could be interfering.
I'll think about this some more and reply if I think of anything else. Absolutely no crank with the
key. With the starter wired to a push button it will start and run all day. Ive checked for the
obvious, i mean i know my way around cars but this one is beating me down. We checked the
interior fuse box and it had a ridiculous amount of voltage. Now im talking about getting a
reading of above 30 volts,i thought my meter blew but it tested out 12 volts at all other points. I
looked in the trunk to see if mine had an inline fuse and ive just got one lead off each side of the
battery. That shouldn't be possible. Is that with the car running? I'd start by tracking that down.
It's not 30mv is it? I've done that before Almost everything on these care runs through the
computers, It's possible it's something weird wrong with one of them. I'm very reluctant to
blame the computers, as I've been burned on that diagnosis before, but I'm stumped. If you
don't have access to schematics, etc you can sign up for a Autozone account free and get a lot
of info under Repair Help - Vehicle Repair Guides. You might find a FSM floating about the
interwebs too. You get dash, radio, lights, etc with the key on engine off right? I'm wondering if
you've got either a back feed or battery power to the starter, but only alternator power to the
fuse box still wondering about the 30v thing. I'm guessing here. You've got a really weird
problem. I get dash lights, all guages work and it starts fine with a push button. Ive got power to
the switch. You may have checked this, but have you tried jumping the starter relay? Jump
them and it should crank. If it does you can eliminate that wiring. It might be worth checking
your clutch switch on the off chance you got a bad one. My grandparents 06 Ion's rad fan
disassembled itself and blew the fuse. I replaced the fuse and fan but it was cold and I couldn't
get it to come on. It had set a code and apparently will let you overheat rather than try to turn
the fan on again. I cleared the codes this was ECU and on came the fan. I don't know if the

clutch switch BCM, I think employs the same flawed logic? Usually disconnecting the battery
will do this so you're probably already covered. If you have a friend with a BCM capable scanner
it's worth a try though. It seems everything is leaning back towards the bcm i think for now it
will just be push to start. I have a Saturn Ion. A few things have happened w this car, but i dont
know if theyre related. Since i bought the car a year ago, there has always been a relay clicking
sound behind the dash where the fuse panel is. Usually hear it while the car is idling, but have
never had a problem w the way the car runs when i hear it. That hasnt happened now in quite
some time. But this morning the vehicle would not crank, would not start I have not tried to start
the car again after i got to work. Could these 3 issues be related? And what do u think the no
start is? It was in the trunk near the battery. It's been a long time since I worked on one of these,
so this may or may not be helpful. I'll post more if I think of anything. Hope this helps! You
could try to track the relay noise down, without knowing what it controls not much we can do.
As for a no crank is it suddenly much colder where you are? The ignition switches are a known
problem, the anti-theft system can go out of spec and the symptoms are a no crank with a
flashing security light once you try to crank and go back to run. I think there was a recall on the
ignition switches for a different reason, so you may have a new one already. A blinking check
engine light usually means lots of misfires happening. Probably better to look up how to
diagnose a misfire than get into it here. They can be aggravating, especially if you can't get it to
do it on command they always works fine for the mechanic don't they? Anyway, it sounds
electrical, possibly a bad wire, relay, fuse or something. Usually takes forever to find it Have
Fun! I found the problem. Was getting no signal to ECM. Drilled a couple of holes in the trunk
pan to so it drains in the future. Said if theres not too much damage to them already, they can
be rerouted or secured to prevent further damage or misfiring. If theyre too far gone, replacing
the harness is recommended. Steve i have a question about another vehicle. The vehicle will
crank but not start after running for awhile. If you drive it for lets say minutes, shut the vehicle
off to run into the store, then come back out, it wont start. Cranks fine. Vehicle needs to sit for
about minutes or so, then will start up just fine. The one thing i also noticed, is when the
temperature is frigid out below freezing this problem occurs less often. Happens moreso in
warmer weather. Fuel pump seems to be working fine. I just finished repairing a Saturn Ion that
broke down conveniently in my driveway. My brother drove it in and a couple hours later it
would not crank. Everything seemed to power up but would not crank. I was unable to connect
to the OBD2 bus. The Diagnosis The Battery is located in the truck. There are 2 positive wires
running from the battery forward. The spare tire compartment had about 1" of water setting in
the bottom which submerged the connector just after the inline fuse. The wire corroded off both
sides of the connector, shorted and blew the fuse. The Repair Twisting the wires together and
replacing the fuse resulted in a running car. The wires were soldered. Apparently it will never
clear itself. However there are several aftermarket scan tools that can do this. I happen to have a
TriCAN from I love this tool, it does a huge amount of things many expensive hand held units
don't. It has it's downsides though, it requires the use of a laptop, and in this case I could
enable the CASE Relearn, but had to figure out what to do next from forums, etc. I assumed that
as long as i had power up front the battery area was fine. How wrong I was Oh, wiring diagrams
are your friend. Unknown February 9, at PM. Steve February 9, at PM. Unknown September 18,
at PM. Unknown February 16, at AM. Steve February 21, at AM. Steve February 23, at PM. Steve
February 27, at AM. Steve March 11, at AM. Rob r January 5, at AM. Steve January 7, at PM. Rob
r January 9, at AM. Rob r January 10, at AM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post
Comments Atom. An Introduction. About Me Steve View my complete profile. Saturn vehicles
use a transponder inside the ignition key to prevent unauthorized engine starting. There is a
component inside the dash and linked to the ignition switch that sends a signal to the starter
motor allowing the vehicle to start. If you are experiencing problems with your ignition key or
switch, you may need a simple key reset or you could have a faulty ignition switch that needs to
be replaced. Open the fuse panel under the steering column by turning the knob on the fuse
panel counterclockwise and pulling down on the cover. Locate the fuse for the starter in the
fuse panel using the fuse diagram on the underside of the fuse panel cover. Check the fuse to
make sure that the metal strip inside the fuse is not broken or damaged in any way. If it is,
replace the fuse with another fuse of the same amperage. Turn the ignition key and try to start
the engine. If the battery is known to be fully charged, the Saturn should start. If there is an
error in the ignition switch, you will not hear the typical faint "click" when you initially turn the
ignition key to the "III" position to crank the engine. If there is a "click" when you try to crank
the engine but the engine won't start, the problem may be with the ignition key transponder.
You will need to have both of these components serviced by a Saturn dealership. I am a
Registered Financial Consultant with 6 years experience in the financial services industry. I am
trained in the financial planning process, with an emphasis in life insurance and annuity

contracts. I have written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Open the fuse panel under the
steering column by turning the knob on the fuse panel counterclockwise and pulling down on
the cover. Step 2 Locate the fuse for the starter in the fuse panel using the fuse diagram on the
underside of the fuse panel cover. Step 3 Remove the fuse using a fuse puller in the fuse box.
Step 4 Check the fuse to make sure that the metal strip inside the fuse is not broken or
damaged in any way. Tips For specific information about your Saturn's ignition system, consult
the particular vehicle's manual see Resources. I'm trying to find out where the starter relay
switch or any other fuses related to it are located on my Saturn Ion 2. Car won't even crank.
Starter and battery are good. I don't know what testing you've done? See relay above starter, in
diagram. That relay should be in underhood fuse block. Sometimes the relay is soldered into the
fuse box, you can't remove it? Can you remove it? If so, you can do some testing at relay. Any
testing make sure vehicle is in park or neutral and the parking brake is set. Vehicle can't move. I
can explain wiring circuits, voltage and grounds. I can explain relay operation. I can talk about
the transmission switches. I can talk about starter terminals, themselves. I've already talking
about safety and making sure vehicle can't move when testing. Let us know? I bought a saturn
from friend, and the engine light is on, and every so often the loss engine power light is on, and
the cruze control loses its control and i have to manually speed up. When I bought my saturn
ion 2. Bought that still won't start got a icm still won't start. And a fuel relay, still won't. I am 23,
and just out of college and cannot pay for a garage to work on it. I have everythin I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Location of starter relay switch on Saturn Ion 2.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Saturn ION question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. Robin answered 10 years ago. I'm looking for that myself.. My mechanic is
stumped by the problems that my car is having with not starting and from another blog, I can
see iti is a typical problem with this car. It's not the starter, battery, alternator, wires to battery,
neutral safety switch and the list goes on and on of things it is not.. Any ideas? Sterling
answered 9 years ago. Kayyla24 answered 5 years ago. Guru2WC4C answered about a year ago.
I have looked under the dash, the leg area, the trunk, and the engine I cannot find it. I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Where is the starter relay switch located. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Saturn S-Series question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Saturn S-Series Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. The automotive wiring harness in a Saturn Ion 2 is
becoming increasing more complicated and more difficult to identify due to the installation of
more advanced automotive electrical wiring. One of the most difficult jobs is figuring out where
wiring for remote start, remote starter, remote vehicle starter, remote car starter, remote auto
starter, remote automotive starter, remote auto starter or remote start module should be
connected to on your Saturn Ion 2. The Modified Life staff has taken every Saturn Ion 2 remote
start wiring diagram, Saturn Ion 2 remote start wireing diagram, Saturn Ion 2 remote starter
wiring diagram, Saturn Ion 2 remote starter diagram, Saturn Ion 2 wiring for remote start, Saturn
Ion 2 remote start wire diagram, Saturn Ion 2 remote starter wiring diagram, Saturn Ion 2 remote
start install diagram and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our remote start
wiring schematics allow you to enjoy remote car starting for an air conditioned cabin in the
summer and remote vehicle starting for a warm interior in the winter. Stop spending countless
hours trying to figure out which remote start wires go to which Saturn Ion 2 electrical module or
automotive harness. Use of the Saturn Ion 2 wiring diagram is at your own risk. Always verify all
wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found here to your Saturn Ion
2. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing Saturn Ion 2
information or adding a new remote car starter wiring schematic to our resource, please feel
free and post it at the bottom of this page. The Saturn Ion 2 remote start wire color and location
information above is updated as it is submitted by the Modified Life community. Your email
address will not be published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like to
help the Modified Life community by adding any missing Saturn Ion 2 information or adding a
new remote car starter wiring schematic to our resource, please feel free and post it at the
bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published.

Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. It had such a high failure rate that a class-action lawsuit
was filed against GM, eventually prompting a settlement and a warranty extension. GM
discontinued the VTi for the model year â€” surprise, surprise. The Ion was also part of one of
the largest and most controversial recalls of all-time. A defective ignition switch in millions of
GM vehicles could accidentally turn the car off and disable important safety components like
the power steering and airbags. The problem resulted in at least 13 deaths, but what made it
worse was that GM knew about the issue for 10 years before doing anything about it. So was the
transmission warranty extended? Was the ignition switch recalled? Is this car safe to drive? Not
really. Car will sometimes not start in cold weather. It acts like the battery is dead but if I turn
the headlights on they are as bright as they should be. It only happens when it is cold out. I
roamed the internet and found many complaints of the same deal happening to many other
people. From hours spent on the web researching this I have found what it is. Saturn used some
type of grease in the ignition system for the start key that was not rated for cold climates. This
grease will not transmit the information from your coded key to the ignition system. You can
continue to crank away all day and it will never start. Refer to your owners manual about the
anti theft system. The only solution is to wait about fifteen minutes and attempt to start it again.
I have never had mine fail to start after waiting. I guess you could have a mechanic replace the
grease. I totaled my car out on a big deer so the point is moot with mine. Other than that I really
liked the car. I have a ION really like the car but it won't start in the winter. Starter,alternator ,
and battery are fine. Now I heard it might be the ignition system. Any suggestions? It seems to
be okay when it's housed in my attached garage but if I go out for any length of time I"m stuck.
This only happens when it's cold out. Never a problem in the summer months. Makes me look
like an idiot when I tell the guy at the auto parts store the problem. Come on Saturn I know
you're closed but think of the previous owners and new owners. Give us a clue to fix the
problem economically. I have put two batteries in the car. Have taken to dealer, but since the
problem is intermittent they do not know what to do. I have set in the cold, and the heat waiting
for the car to turn over. I love the car, but when you do not know when it is going to happen
then it is scary, especially if you have to be somewhere on time. It will be starting fine and then
it starts having the problem and you are stuck. My wifes Ion was doing the iffy start thing,
whether hot,cold ,daytime or nighttime. I heard of all the fixes described on this site and
decided to go with a remote start. Not only did it fix the problem but it is very nice to have in I
cold weather. I did install it myself so I don't know what the cost would be if you had someone
else do it. Number 4 got it I've lived in Arizona and Massachusetts with this car. This problem
has happened to me in degree weather, and with the windchill factor In the rain, snow, dry, and
humid weather. I'm just glad to know I'm not crazy and this has happened to alot of you. I've
replaced the starter, ignition, battery, wiring and it still happens Also, had my suspension
system totally replaced by my family mechanic last year and it's gone again. I call the dealership
to make an appointment to take it in Its too bad too cuz the car has been great other than that I
have a Saturn Ion Sedan and at about 43K miles it started having a problem and it is currently
sitting at 69K. I am the second owner. From what I have gathered in my research on this issue is
that this is just a known issue but no known solutions. People have replaced everything from
fuel pumps to sensors and even ignitions and starts, I even read a post where they replaced the
WHOLE steering column. The problem I am experiencing I have now encountered for about 1.
First time it ever started to happen, I kind of hit the front end of my Saturn going to fast over a
dip after a really bad snow storm. Then my car didn't want to start the next day, not even after I
parked it from going over the dip. The car was placed on a slightly slanted hill with the nose
down. But it would start if I left it alone for 10min exactly. I kept track of how my car was
positioned, what I had just came from doing, how long it was sitting before I tried to start it and
how I was driving before I came to a complete stop. So as time went on, it finally did it again.
Wasn't cold outside, once again slightly slanted hill but different location, had plenty of gas.
Battery cables good to go, although the thought of having a splice in the cable that goes from
the engine to the battery located in the trunk!. Finally I gave up and took it to Saturn Dealership,
after 8hrs of waiting in the sitting area, they could not figure out why it was happening but did
state that the computer was a LITTLE off, but they didn't believe that could cause this problem.
It took so long because they had problems reconfiguring the computer. All the family
mechanics and known private mechanics no one knows. Finally this issue stopped happening
and 1. Then the other day, wha la! Put the injection cleaner in my car and, what do you know!
AH HA!!! Now I have read many many posts and the issue that I'm having is Turning the ignition
the car will crank but then the car just dies hasn't started yet But as soon as you turn the key
back to the 'ACC' or 'On' position you get the bells and whistles and then the dashboard reads
"service engine". At this point if you attempt to start again, the car will not even crank. If you
wait about 3min and try again, the car will crank then die like the battery was drained, once

again, but the stereo and all lights all electrical gagets at that work. I'll turn off right after it
starts up like a champ and it starts up with no problems. Talk about temperamental! I mean it's
not a huge issue as of yet because IT WILL eventually start ha ha, but at 10min from when you
try, every now and then, when it feels like it. I believe this to be just a Saturn Ion issue because
it's the newer version of the S-series of Saturn and it has happened with soooooo many
variables considered such as but not limited to weather, year, model and mileage. When it's
really cold outside my Saturn ION 1 won't start. Especially if I just run a quick errand and it's
been off for only minutes. It won't start. Then I have to sit there an wait, usually after waiting 10
minutes, I try it again and it starts like normal. This only happens in the winter, when it's really
cold out. I found a site listing several complaints of this same issue for the ION. Happens during
the fall and winter during cooler weather in Minnesota. Will usually start 20 minutes later and
starts as though nothing were wrong. Had
atv solenoid
honda jazz service schedule uk
2009 pontiac g6 gt
same problem last winter. Took it back and they tightened the battery connections, but later it
did not start again. I no longer have faith the dealership knows what is wrong or how to fix it. I
have brought this to two mechanics and the dealer. They each put it on the computer and then
tell me it is fine. Battery, starter and alternator all check out fine. BUT when it is cold and damp
the sucker will not start. It takes me anywhere from ten to fifteen minutes to get this thing to
start! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 10 reports
have had new starter 2 new bateries tune since buying 1 reports install remote start 1 reports.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Find a good Saturn mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip
code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

